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Under this arrangement, the present writer is certain, according to his own published 
and unpublished analyses, that a workable scheme is put into the hands of taxonomists - 
at least the mycologists - without essential changes in the present Code and with a 
chance of acceptance at least by those of his colleagues who actively work in any field of 
taxonomy where the typification of pre-starting-point taxa has been an issue of import- 
ance. This view may seem over-optimistic inasmuch as nobody doubts that we shall have 
to handle a few thorny problems in the future, but they will be the exception rather than 
the rule. 
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GENERIC NAMES ENDING IN -MA 
AND FAMILY NAMES DERIVED FROM THEM 

N. N. Zabinkova (Leningrad) 

Among the names of plants there are many generic names ending in -ma. If it is 

necessary to determine their gender, and especially if it is necessary to derive a family 
name from them, it is often doubtful whether such names should be treated as neuter 
or feminine, and consequently whether the family name should be formed by adding 
-aceae or -ataceae. 

For example many authors ascribed feminine gender to the name "Melastoma" 
(Vell. Fl. Flum. 178; Steud. Nomencl. bot. ed. 2, 2: 114-118 etc.), though in fact it 
should be treated as neuter, because it ends in the Greek neuter word "stoma" (mouth). 
Because of this, parallel with the correct spelling of the family name "Melastoma- 
taceae" (adopted in Nomina famil. conserv.), there has also been in use for a long time 
the spelling "Melastomaceae" (cf. Benth. et Hook f. Gen. pl. 1: 746). From the name 
"Alisma", which has sometimes been treated as neuter (by most authors) and sometimes 
as feminine (by Linnaeus, the author of this genus) are formed the family names 
"Alismaceae" (cf. Benth. et Hook. f. Gen. pl. 3: 1004) and "Alismataceae" (Nomina 
famil. conserv.) etc. 

The gender of such nouns depends on the gender of their final element; if this final 
element is a Greek neuter word, the whole name should be treated as neuter and the 
family name derived from it should include the element -at-; if it has another origin, 
the generic name should be treated as feminine and the corresponding family name 
should be composed without this element. 

In this article we examine the gender of the most typical generic names ending in -ma 
and consider the ways of composing family names from them. 
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Greek nouns ending in -ma and -me 

Greek nouns ending in -ma are neuter and their stem includes the final element -at- 
e.g. "sperma", "spermatos" (seed), "derma", "dermatos" (skin), "nema", "nematos" 
(thread), "stigma", "stigmatos" (tattoo-mark, spot) and so on. As a rule the words 
derived from them retain the element -at-; e.e. "spermaticos" (of seed, seminal), "derm- 
aticos" (of skin), etc., though sometimes the derived words have a somewhat changed 
stem; thus Hippocrates used the word "epidermis", "epidermidos" (outer skin) which, 
though having a common origin with the word "derma", does not retain the stem der- 
mat- in full. 

Greek nouns ending in -me are feminine and their stem does not include the element 
-at-, e.g. "osme", "osmes" (smell, odour), "acme", "acmes" (flower, prime), "gramme", 
"grammes" (line); therefore words derived from them are formed without the element 
-at-, e.g. "osmodes" (smelling, odorous), "acmazo" (to be in full bloom), "grammicos" 
(linear) etc. 

Sometimes there exist parallel neuter nouns ending in -ma, and feminine nouns 
ending in -me which are of common origin, as for example "broma", "bromatos" and 
"brome", "bromes" (food), "stigma", "stigmatos" and "stigme", "stigmes" (spot) 
etc.; such words nowadays are almost synonyms, having a different stylistic nuance, or 
differing from each other only in fine shades of meaning: thus "stigma" more often 
means "tattoo-mark" and "stigme" - "spot", "gramma" - "letter" and "gramme" - 
"line" etc. Words derived from such synonyms may or may not include the element -at-, 
e.g. "stigmatias" (who bears tattoo-marks) but "stigmaios" (no bigger than a point), 
"grammaticos" (knowing one's letters, a good scholar) but "grammicos" (linear) and 
so on. 

It should be noted, however, that sometimes, when there is a neuter noun with a stem 
ending in -at, some classical authors use derived words formed without this element 
e.g. Sophocles used the adjective "aimobaphes" (bathed in blood) from the neuter word 
"aima" (blood), Strabo - "stomakake" (a disease in which all the teeth fall out); Hesio- 
des used the verb "spermaino" (sow with seed) and Plutarchus the verb "spermologeo" 
(pick up seeds) without the element -at-, although they are derived from the word 
"sperma" (seed) the stem of which ends in -at-. 

Latin words ending in -ma- 

In classical Latin there are nouns ending in -ma of both Greek and Latin origin. 
Latin words such as "forma" (form), "lacrima" (tear), "struma" (a scrofulous tumour) 
are feminine and their stem does not end in -at-. Nouns of Greek origin ending in -ma 
retain in Latin their neuter gender and their stem; they are declined as Latin words of 
the III declension (although having often in the dative and ablative plural the ending -is 
instead of -ibus), e.g. "nema", "nematis" (thread), "sperma", "spermatis" (seed) and 
many others. 

It is difficult to establish the common principles on which derived words were formed 
from such nouns in classical Latin because of the lack of material, but such examples as 
"spermaticus" (seminal), "grammaticus" (relating to grammar) show that the element 
-at- was retained in similar cases. These examples however, like the others, should 
perhaps be treated rather as Greek loan-words than Latin derivatives. 

Sometimes we can find parallel neuter and feminine nouns ending in -ma. Thus 
Columella used the word "cyma" (a young cabbage sprout) both as a neuter and as 
a feminine word; "stigma" (mark), as a rule a neuter noun, is treated by Petronius 
sometimes as neuter and sometimes as feminine, and therefore in classical Latin there 
are derived words which sometimes include the element -at- (stigmaticus) and are 
sometimes without it (stigmosus). 
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Generic names ending in -ma 

Many words ending in -ma of Greek as well as of Latin origin were used later 
(during the 17-18 centuries particularly) for composing names of plants. Among them 
we can find the following types: 

1. Generic names formed from two or more words including a Greek word, ending 
with -ma as their final element. 

Such names should be treated as neuter, and, if it is necessary to derive a family 
name from one of them, it should be formed by adding -ataceae; e.g. the name of the 
family derived from "Atherosperma" should be "Atherospermataceae" because its final 
element is the Greek neuter word "sperma" (seed). Similarly from "Crossosoma" should 
be formed the family name "Crossosomataceae" (the final element "soma"-body-being 
of neuter gender), from "Melastoma" - "Melastomataceae" (the final element is a 
neuter Greek word "stoma" - mouth), from "Plocosperma" - "Plocospermataceae", 
from "Sarcosperma" - "Sarcospermataceae" (the final element "sperma" - seed - is a 
noun of a neuter gender); from "Pentaphragma" - "Pentaphragmataceae" (the final 
element is the Greek neuter noun "phragma" - fence); from "Geissoloma" - "Geisso- 
lomataceae" (the final element "loma" - border - is a neuter noun) etc. 

2. Generic names including as their final element the stem of a Greek noun ending 
in .ma but with a latinized ending -um. 

Such words should be treated as neuter because of their ending -um, but the family 
name derived from them is to he composed by adding -aceae, e.g. from "Menispermum" 
- "Menispermaceae", from "Cochlospermum" - "Cochlospermaceae" etc. 

3. Generic names ending in -ma, but with their final element drawn from a Greek 
feminine noun ending in -me, or from another Greek word the stem of which does not 
end in -at. 

Such words are treated as feminine and the derived family names should be composed 
by adding -aceae. Thus from "Polyosma" the family name should be Polyosmaceae, 
because the final element of this generic name is a Greek feminine noun "osme", from 
Octocnema - Octocnemaceae (because of the origin of its final element "cneme" - leg). 
From Phyllonoma the family name should be "Phyllonomaceae", because the final 
element was drawn from the Greek noun "nomos" (custom) by adding the ending -a, 
and because the author of the genus has treated it as feminine (cf. Phyllonoma ruscifolia 
Willd.). 

In doubtful cases the gender ascribed to the generic name by the author of a genus 
must be retained and a family name should be composed accordingly; e.g. from 
"Theobroma" a family name should be formed by adding -aceae, because, although 
there are synonyms "broma" (of neuter gender) and "brome" (of feminine gender) - 
"food", the author (Linnaeus) has treated the generic name as feminine (cf. Theobroma 
angusta L.). Similarly from "Adenogramma" the family name should have the spelling 
"Adenogrammaceae", for there are two Greek nouns "gramma" (letter) and "gramme" 
(line) but all the authors have treated this name as feminine. 

From Alisma the family name must, from our point of view, be "Alismaceae", 
though this is a very difficult case. Most authors derived this name from the plant name 
"Alisma", mentioned already by Dioscorides, but the author of the genus, Linnaeus, ex- 
plains the origin of the word thus: "Alisma-anxietas (dread)-"Alysma" (cf. Linn. Phil. 
bot. 7, 240). The fact is, that there is a mistake - in Greek "dread" is a noun not of 
neuter, but of masculine gender (alismos). Thus there is an alternative before us: we 
can either ignore the Linnaean explanation completely and derive "Alisma" from the 
plant of Dioscorides or we can consider that the ending in "Philosophia botanica" was 
a mistake that slipped in and derive the name "Alisma" from the noun "alismos" 
(dread) by adding the ending -a. 
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If we adopt the latter course, which we think to be more natural, "Alisma" is to be 
regarded as feminine and therefore the name of the family should be "Alismaceae"; 
from "Elisma" the family name should be "Elismaceae" because the author of the genus 
has drawn it from the name of Linnaean genus Alisma by substituting the letter "e" 
for the letter "a". For the same reason this generic name should be treated as feminine, 
although the author of the genus does not give a final opinion on the question (the 
only combination is Elisma natans Buchenau). 

4. Generic names ending in -ma, not bearing any relation to any Greek word but of 
modern origin. 

Such words should be treated as feminine and the family name derived from them 
should be formed by adding -aceae; e.g. from Kirengeshoma the family name should be 
"Kirengeshomaceae", because this name is of Japanese origin and the author of the 
genus has treated it as feminine (cf. Kirengeshoma palmata Yatabe). 

5. If the origin of the name is obscure (as of the Linnaean genus "Phryma") or 
it is artificially formed (as "Saruma", which is an anagram of the generic name 
"Asarum") it must be treated as feminine and a family name must be composed by 
adding -aceae. 

This article does not pretend to exhaust all the ways of forming names of families 
from generic names ending in -ma, but it attempts to consider the most typical cases. 

In conclusion I wish to express my sincere thanks to Prof. I. M. Borovski and my 
collegue M. E. Kirpicznikov for their helpful opinion and counsel. 

OPPOSITE SEXES AS TYPE SPECIMEN 
FOR HETEROTHALLIC HAPLOID YEASTS 

Lynferd J. Wickerham (Peoria, Illinois)* 

Article 59 of the Montreal Code excuses phycomycetologists from the obligation of 
accepting the first legitimate name or epithet applied to the perfect state. They may, and 
commonly do, designate a single mating strain as the type strain of a new species. The 
zymologist working with heterothallic haploid yeasts is not excused from selecting the 
perfect state, which is the state that bears asci, as the type for a new species. Consequent- 
ly, he is faced with a dilemma. To keep within the rules, he has two choices: One, to 
select the bisexual diploid, a form which he never isolates from nature, but which he 
may produce in pure state in the laboratory. The other, to select a mixture of opposite 
sexes that has produced asci and ascospores. 

Much effort may be involved in selecting a bWsexual diploid if the species is a 
primitive heterothallic haploid, such as Hansenula holstii Wickerham (1960). For all 
known primitive heterothallic species of Hansenula I have obtained the diploid state in 
pure form (unpublished data). There is no assurance that diploids could be obtained 
by laboratory procedures for every heterothallic species in every genus containing such 
haploid yeasts. More important, the diploid is not representative of primitive species 
as found in nature (Wickerham and Burton, 1962). 

The second form that would be acceptable under Article 59, as type material for a 
new heterothallic haploid species, would be a mixture of cells of opposite sexes that had 
developed to a stage containing asci and ascospores. The requirements for Article 59 

?) Northen Regional Research Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. 
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